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O. INTRODUCTION 

In this introduction we present a rough division of optimization problems. 

1. Convex programming 

Given a convex set C in JR.m and convex functions f, hi • •••• hIS defined on C. minimize I(x) 

over C subject to the constraints hj(x)S'. O. i = 1 ••••• n. 

The convex set R 

R = (x e C I hi(X)~ O. i = 1 ..... n} 

is called the feasible region for the problem and any point x e R is called a feasible point. The 
Lagrangian for the problem is the function F(x,y) defined for x e Candy e JR." with Y C! 0 (i.e. 
YiC!O, i=I ..... n)by 

Now 

" F(x,y) = I(x) + LYi hj(x) . 
i=1 

" max F(x,y) =/(x) + max LYihj(X) 
y~O y~O i-1 

_ [/(X) • x e R 
- 00 • xfR 

and therefore 

min I(x) = min max F (x,y) . 
ZER ZECy~O 

A fundamental result in the theory of convex programming is the Kuhn-Tucker theorem ensuring 
that the roles of taking minima and maxima can be interchanged. 

Theorem 
Suppose for some x e C. hi(i) < 0, i = 1 •... , n (Slater's condition). If Xo e R is a point which 
minimizes I(x). then for some y C! 0 in JR." 

I(xo) =F(xo,y) = min F(x.y) 
ZEC 

and 

I(xo) = max min F(x.u) . 
,,~o ZE C 

An illustration is the standard minimization problem in linear programming: Given an n x m 
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matrix A. a vector b E JR /I and a vector e E R m. minimize 

w(x)=cT X • x;;::: 0, 

under the constraint 

AT xS b. 

We set 

c = {x E JRm I x;;::: O} 

f(x) = eT x 

h;(x)=(A T X-b)i. 

ThenF(x,y)=eT x +yT(AT x -b) and 

min max [eT x+yT(AT x-b)] 
x:!:O y:!:O 

= max min [eT x+yT(AT x-b)] 
y~ 0 x~ 0 

=-minmax [bT y-xT(Ay-c)]. 
y~O x~O 

So the problem [A. b. e] and the dual problem [-A T, c, b] are equivalent. 

2. Dynamic programming 

Consider a company with five plants PI. P 2. P 3. P 4 and P s. We can invest money say 8 million 
dollars. 

possible investment 
(in mIn dollars) 
gained increase if 
the capacity (in mIn dollars) 

I~ 2 
3 

o 
o 

1 

0.5 

2 

1 

0 

0 

3 
1.5 

Pl 
1 

2 

Ps 
4 

2 

3 

2,5 

5 
3.5 

0 

0 

P2 

6 
4 

1 

3 

7 

4.5 

Problem: Maximize the additional capacity spending less than 8 million dollars. 

There are 324 possibilities which ought to be checked! 

P3 
0 2 

0 2 

: II 
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A common sense solution is the following: Check the profit/investment ratio in increasing order 

PI 
1 

2 

This yields a profit increase of 10.5 mIn. 

Dynamic programming solution 

(a) The decision process consists of 6 stages. 

Ps 
3 

1.5 

Stage 0 describes the situation before any investment is done. 

Stage v describes the situation after investment done at plant v-I. 

(b) State variable x v (v = 0, 1, ... , 5): remaining capital after v-th investment. 

(c) Decision variable y v (v = 1, ... , 5): capital invested in plant v. 

(d) Constraints for the state variable: OS; XV S; 8. 

(e) Constraints for the decision variable: yV E Dv. 

D I ={0,1,3} , D2={0,1},etc. 

(f) State transition: x v = xv-I _ Y v • 

(g) Profit at stage v: wV(yV) (see table) 

FI xO =8 

F 4 yV E Dv 

s 
Fs W= l: WV(yV) = max ! 

v-I 

Exercise: Solve this numerically! It tums out that W = 11. 

3. Nonlinear programming 

Problem: Find a triangle with a given circumference and a maximum area. 

c. 

A---~--"'S x, 

xI=IBCI 

x2=IACI 

x3 = lAB I 

According to the cosine theorem X3 can be expressed in terms of Xl. X2 and 'Y in the following 



way 

Put X4 = sin 'Y and x 5 = cos 'Y. 
Then we have to minimize 

under the fonowing constraints 

h1(x)=Xl +X2 +X3 -3=0 

h2(X)=XY +x1-x~ -2x1X2XS =0 

h3(X)=Xa +x3 -1 =0. 

The solution can be obtained with the classical Lagrange method (cf. the next chapter). 

4. Optimal control 

Problem: Damping of a spring. 

~ 
"
""-
" " ..... -,c.lt) , 

A mass point performs a one-dimensional movement X(I) under the influence of a stimulating and 
repelling force u(t) which we assume to be proportional to the deflection. We neglect gravity and 
friction. Then X(I) satisfies the fonowing differential equation (after scaling) 

X=-X+U(I) • x(O)=1 • x(O)=O. 

We search for a control u(t) such that the system will be at rest at 1 = T. This should be performed 
with minimal averaged energy: 

T 

I [x2(1) + U2(1)] dl = min! 
o 

Often there are additional constraints such as 

os; X(I)S; b • I U(I) I S; 1 . 



S. Variational problems 

Dido's problem: 

ill 1111//11 
-1 i 

In mathematical terms, we have to maximize 

1 

I s(~)d~=max! 
-1 
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with respect to all curves satisfying the constraint 

1 

J ;/1 + (s(~»2 d~ = I • s(-I) =s(1) = O. 
-1 

6. Nonlinear least squares 

Given m measurements at time points '1, ... ,1m. say 

(lltYl),·· .• (Im.Ym)· 

They have to be fitted by a well-shaped curve. 
Proposal (for example) 

f(t; 91o~. 93, 94) = 91 + 94 exp[-(t+93)2/94] . 

Find a curve s(~),-I::;~S 1 

with 8(-1)=8(1)=0 and given 
length I such that the area 
enclosed by the curve and the 1;
axis is maximal. 

Here9}t~. ~ and 94 are the parameters which have to be properly chosen. Now put 

ri(9) = f(li ; 9) - Yi • i = I, ...• m . 

Suitable aggregate error measures are for instance 

m 
Dr(9)1lz = (l: (r;(9»2)'h 

i-I 

.r(9)11 ... = max I r;(9) I 
1$;;$;m 

m 
'r(9)111 = l: I r;(9) I • 

i-I 

The problem is to find 91 t ~, 93 and 94 such that one of these error measures is minimized. 
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1. SOME COMMENTS ON LITERATURE 

D.G. Luenberger, Introduction to linear and nonlinear programming, Addison-Wesley, 1973. 

Very clear description of the main ideas; numerically no more than "state of the art". 

R fletcher. Practical methods in optimization: Numerical optimization (Vol. 1). constrained 
optimization (Vol. 2), Wiley, 1987. 

Highly recommended! 

J.E. Demis jr. and RB. Schnabel. Numerical mathematics for unconstrained optimization and 
nonlinear equations. Prentice Hall, 1983. 

Nicely written, numerical ideas clearly described; highly recommended. 

D.G. Luenberger, Optimization by vector space methods (applied functional analysis), Wiley, 
1969. 

A. Bryson and Yu Chi Ho. Applied optimal control, Blaisdell, 1969. 

Contains attractive examples, the theory is not explained thoroughly enough. 

L. Cesari, Optimization theory and applications (problems with ODE's). Springer. 1983. 

Theoretically well founded but difficult to read, no numerical analysis. 

H. Pross et at., Numerical recipes. Cambridge University Press, 1985. 

Easy to read, contains no theory. 

T.F. Coleman. Large sparse numerical optimization. Springer. 1984 (Lect. Notes in compo sci
ence). 

Difficult to read. excellent list of references. 

P.E. Gill, W. Mearry and M.H. Wright, Practical optimization, Ac. Press, 1981. 

Attractive with respect to numerical analysis, but too broad. 
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2. SOME SOLUTION METHODS 

Consider the triangle problem: 

Minimize 

under the constraints 

hl(X)=Xl +X2 +X3 -3=0 

h2(X) =xy +x~ -x~ -2xl X2XS =0 

h3(X)=X~ +~ -1 =0. 

It is well known that a solution can be obtained from the equations 

Vzf+AI Vzh 1 +~ Vzh2 +A3 Vzh3 =0 

hl(x)=O 

h2(X)=0 

h3(x)=0. 

This yields eight equations for eight variables and as a solution we obtain 

I _I- 1 
X4 = '2""3 • Xs = '2' 

Al = -r .v3. A2 = -7.v3. A3 = 1- .v3 . 
In fact we use the Lagrangian 

3 
l(x.A)=f(x) + :E Ai hj(x) 

j .. l 

as an unconstrained objective and demand 

Vzl =0 and V,. I =0. 

i.e. we look for stationary points of 1 (x. 'J..). 

(2.1) Theorem (Necessary conditions for a local minimum). 

I. LetOc: R" andletfe C1(O). 
Then x· e 0 is a relative local minimizer of f over 0 if and only if for all feasible direc
tionsd e R" 
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(V I(x*)l d~ O. 

II. Let ncR" and let I E C2(O). 

(a) Thenx* is a local minimizer oflif and only if for all feasible directions d E R" 

V/(x*l d~ O. 

If V I(x*) = 0 and dT (V2 I(x*» d ~ 0 for all feasible directions. d E R", then x* is a 

local minimizer of f. 

(b) If x* E 0 with V I(x*) = 0 and V2 I(x*) positive definite then x* is a strict local 

minimizer. 

- -
Remark. A direction d is called feasible if there is an interval. [O,a) such that for all a E [0, a), 

x* +ad En. 

We want to extent the previous definition replacing R" by a normed vector space X. Therefore 

we introduce the notion of Gateaux differential. 

(2.2) Definition 

Let X be a normed vector space and let 0 eX. Then hEX is a bi-feasible direction if there exists 

Clh > 0 such that 

V'ae (-0.,.0.): x + ah EO. 

Let F be a function from 0 in /R and let x E O. For each bi-feasible direction h the function 

Ix.h : (-a.h, ah) -+ /R is defined by 

Ix,h(a) =F(x+ah). 

If Ix h is differentiable at a = 0, then the limit . 
(oF)(x,h) = lim F(x+ah) -F(x) 

a-+O a 

is called the Gateaux differential of F at x in the direction h. 

(2.3) Example 

Take X = JR" andF : /R" -+ R such thatF E C1(JRII). Then 

U(x,h) = (VF(x»T h 

for allx,h E JR". 

(2.4) Example (warning!) 

Take X = JR2 and defineF: R2 -+ R by 
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Observe that aF(O.h) is neither linear nor continuous in h. 

(2.5) Theorem 

Let X be a normed vector space and let {2 eX. Let F : {2 -+ JR be a function with Gateaux dif
ferentials at each point x e {2 in each bi-feasible direction. If F(x*) is an extremum then 
aP(x· .h) = 0 for all bi-feasible directions h. 

We apply this result in the following case. 

Iisil = sup (ls(~)1 + IS(~) I). 
~e [thta] 

Let!: JR3 -+ JR be a function with continuous partial derivatives ad, alfand ad. We search for 
an extremum of the following functional 

'2 
J[s] = J !(s(t), set), t)dt 

'I 

A direction h e C 1([tltt2D is feasible if h(tl) =h(t2) =0. For the Gateaux differential of J we 
have 

'2 
aT[s.h] = :a. J !(s(t) + ah(t), set) + ah(t), t)dt I a=O 

II 

12 

= J (ad) (s(t), set), t) h(t)dt + 
'I 

12 

+ J (alf) (s(t), set), t) h(t)dt • 

" 
If we are able to apply partial integration we get with he'l) =h(t2) =0, 
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'2 J {(alf)(s, s. t) - ! (a2i)(s.s,t)} h(t)dt =0. 
I. 

This yields the Euler equation 

at/(s. s. t) = ! @2f) (s, s, t) 

which is mostly written as 

fs(s. i. t) = ! is (S, s, t) . 

In connection with the above derivation there is the following auxiliary result. 

(2.6) Lemma 

Let (X,~ e C([tl,tz]) such that 

'2 
j (a(t) h(t) + ~(t) h(t»dt = 0 
II 

This lemma can be applied directly to the equality 

'2 
jl@lf)(s,3,t)h(t)+(o2f)(s,s,t)h(t)]dt =0 

11 

in order to obtain the Euler equation. 

(2.7) Example (Dido'sproblem) 
In Dido's problem we have to maximize the area 

1 

j s(t)dl = max! 
-1 

for smooth curves seC 1 ([-1.1]) with a given length I. 

t 

I (1 +(s(t»2)~ 1ft = I • 
-1 

satisfying s(l) = s(-l) = O. 

To this end, we apply the Lagrangian of the problem 
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1 

1(5,1)= J {s(t)+lVl+(S(t»2 }dt 
-1 

as the unconstrained objective which has to be optimized. Put !(s,i,t; 1) =5 + 1 VI +i2 . Then 
the Euler equation yields 

1-11L [ i 1 
- dt vl+l 

Its solution are circles 

For comparison we present a corresponding problem: Determine a simple, closed, smooth curve 
in the plane of given length which encloses maximal area. For simplicity, consider curves of 
length 2lt. Let t H (x(t), y(t» be such a smooth curve. Then the arclength a(t) is defined by 

t 

er(t) = I «x(t»2 + (Y(t»2)Yz dt . 

Since t ~ er(t) is monotonely increasing we can take the arclength er, OS erS 2'1t, to parametrize 
the curve, i.e. 

er H (X(er) , Y(er», OS erS 2'1t 

with (x(t), y(t» = (X(a(t)) t Y(er(t»). It then follows that 

Representing X and Y by their Fourier series 

ao - all btl 
X(er) = & + L [-::r; cosner + -::r; sinner] 

2'1t 11-1 'It 'It 

ao - all bll 
Y(a) = -:;r:;: + L [-::r; cosna+ -r= sinner]. 

2'1t .. -I 'It ~'It 

We get by Parseval's identity 
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By Green's integral identity we get for the area A 

Thus we derive 

2x-2A = ~ [(nall -bll )2 + (nbll +all )2 +(n2 -1) (a;+b;)]~ o. 
11=1 

Therefore A S x with equality only if 

al-bl =al +bl =0 

and 

1bis yields 

ao al b l 
X(er) = _~ + _I coser+ _I siner 

"V2x"Vx "Vx 

ao b l al 
Y(er) = _~ - _I coser+ _I siner 

"V2x"Vx "VX 

or 

[x- ;,J +-i;r =1. . 

In Dido's problem we looked at curves s(t) with specified boundary conditions S(II) = al and 

S(12) =az. One can also consider optimization problems with a free boundary, i.e. S(12) is free to 

move on a given curve C described by (I,g(t)) 
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a 
S(t-;e.l c 

t 
Assume that s(t; e) is a one-parameter family of curves connecting the given point (t 1 ,a 1) and 
the curve C. For the end point (12(e), a 2 (e» there holds 

3(12(e); e) = g(t2(e» • 

Consider the optimization problem 

'2(£) 

I(s; £) = J I(s(t; e), s(t; e). t)dt = extr! 

" 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the optimal curve is given for e = O. Now 

:e I[s;e] 1£=0=0 

so that 

where 

, 2(0) 

+ I tal l(s.S.t) &(t) + a2/(s,s,t) 68(t) } dt 

" 

3(t2(e). £) I e=O = 3(t2) 

:e '2(e) I £=0 = 8t2 

! set ;e) I e=O =&(1) 

! s(t;e) I e=O=68(I). 

From (*) we derive 
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'2 
0= J (J;.- ! 1;) 8S(I)dt+ 

, I 

+ !(s,s,I)8t + fs(s,i,t)8s I t=12 . 

Thus aside from the Euler condition 

(2.7.i) 

we have 

(2.7.ii) !(s,s.t) 8t + fs(s,i,t) 8s Itt 0 = 0 = 2 1\ r.= 

(2.7.iii) s(e,t2(e»:: g(t2(£» I £in aneighbouthood ohero . 

From 

and 

we deduce that 

8S(t2) = [8 (t2) - 8(t2)] 8t2 . 

It yields the transversality condition 

(2.7.ii') !(s,s,t)+(8-s)h(s,$,t) I t=t2 =0. 

The case of equality constraints. 

Let X be a normed space. 

(2.8) Definition 
A functional '" on X is said to be differentiable at Xo e X if there exists a continuous linear func
tional L on X such that 

'If{x):: ",(xo) + L(x-xo) + O(Ilx-x oll) 

i.e. 
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I,!,<x) -'V(xo) - L(x -xo) I 
--------------- -+ 0 as x -+ Xo • 

IIx- xoll 

Instead of L the notation V",(xo) is used. 

Consider the following optimization problem: Given a functional. on X, determine the extrema 
of. in the subset of X described by 

n= {x e X I V'j ... l •••.• m: gj(x)=O}. 

Here g I •...• gm are functionals on X. 

(2.9) Definition 

i e n is said to be a regular point of the constraint set n if the functionals g I, •.•• gm are dif
ferentiable at i and, in addition. if the set 

is independent in the dual space X'. 

(2.10) Theorem 

Let ., g 1 •••• , gm be functionals on X which are differentiable at 

i en::: {x e X I gj(x) = 0, i = 1, ... , m}. and let i be a regular point of n. Then a necessary 

condition for i to be an extremum of. on n is 
m 

3<A-t •.•.• ).",)e JR" : V!(i) + I: A,j(V gj) (i) = 0 . 
j-l 

(Cf. the triangle problem.) 

We finish this chapter with some comments concerning the numerical strategy to determine a 
local minimum. 

Let n be a region in IR" and let!: n -+ IR be sufficiently differentiable. 

Step one: Find a direction of decrease in the optimization region n. 

Find a direction d and a constant ii > 0 such that 

V'oe[O.;;) :x+ade n and f(x+ad)~f(x). 

Possible methods: steepest descent; Newton's method. a quasi-Newton method, conjugate gra
dient techniques. 

Example: Newton's method. 



At the basis of this method is the idea that f(x) is locally approximated by a quadratic polyno· 
mial. 

f(x) = q/r.(x/r.+p) =f(x/r.) + Vf(x/r.l P + 

+ t pT «V2 f)(Xk)P). x =Xk + P . 

Now solve 

which yields the iteration scheme 

[ 

V2 !(X.;)Pk --V!(x/r.) 

Xk+l =X,t + Pk • 

Step two: Line search. 

One dimensional minimization on the segment [x. x+ad], i.e. determine 

min_ !(x+ad). 
ae (O,a] 

Possible methods: Bisection; Newton's technique; fast region technique. 
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3. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP 

Introduction 

Liquid enters the pump through a sunction nozzle and is brought into circular motion by an 
impeller 

'uction 
nozzle 

- -
- -

d1scharqe nozzle 

volute impeller 

Due to centrifugal forces it leaves the impeller at a higher pressure and a higher velocity than at 
which it enters the pump. The fluid is then led into a chasing channel called the volute. The liquid 
leaves the pump through a discharge nozzle. The problem to be considered here is how to design 
the volute in order to obtain a pump of high efficiency. Here efficiency is defined as the ratio of 
pump energy output and pump energy input. 

Model view of the engineer 

A point p. called the volute tongue 
marks the starting point of the volute. 
Its distance from the impeller axis 
is given by TO and is known. 

r 

__________________ +-____________ -.x 

The volute width 2xo is constant 
along the angle ell and is assumed 
to be known. The cross section 
S. Qf the volute at some angle cjl 

is symmetric about the r-axis and 
we let its boundary be described 
by a function x =x(r ;cjl). 
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Let Q 9 be the specific flow rate of liquid across the cross section S •. Then with ell the component 
of the velocity nonnal to S. it follows that 

(3.1) Q. = II ell dxdr • 
s. 

It is assumed that liquid leaves the impeller unifonnly along C/I. i.e. at any angle the same amount 
of liquid leaves the impeller. This implies a linearly increasing flux 

(3.2) Q 
__ C/l_Q 

• - 360° 

with Q = Q 3600, ie. the flux leaving the volute at C/I = 360° (Q is called the capacity of the pump). 

A pump with a high efficiency must have small losses of energy in the pump. The following three 
pinciples in pump construction are supposed to quarantee smal1losses. The first two principles 

postulate a uniform flow of liquid in the volute. It is believed that any change of the flow causes 
losses. The third principle deals with friction losses. 

A. The principle of constant angular momentum after Pfeiderer. 

The specific angular momentum D is assumed to be constant within the volute 

(3.3) D :::: ell· r 

with ell the normal speed and r the distance from the x-axis at a point of S •. Combining (3.1) and 
(3.3) we get 

(3.4) Q. =D· b. 

with 

B. The principle of constant average speed after Stepanoff. 

Let F. denote the area of S •. Then the average speed 

(3.5) c = -f- II ell dx dr 
• s. 

is assumed to be constant We note that 
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'1(+> 
F.=2 J x(r;t)dr. 

'0 
The average speed is detennined by the fonnula c = K ..J2gH with H the pump head and K an 
experimental design factor. From (3.1) and (3.5) we have 

(3.6) Q. =F •• c. 

C. The hydraulic radius is to be maximized. 

Let U. be the wetted perimeter of S., i.e. 

'1(.) 

U. =2 J (l+(i(r;t»2)* dr. 
'0 

The hydraulic radius is defined by 2F .' U + and it is a rough measure for the friction losses within 
the volute. In order to minimize these friction losses, the hydraulic radius of the cross section is to 
be maximized. 

(3.7) 
2F. 
--=max' U. . 

For a fixed angle t the values of b. and F. are given by 

It follows that we have to minimize the perimeter U. under the given constraints. 

The mathematical model 

Consider a fixed angle t. Given are the data ro,xo.F. and b •. We search for a point r1(t) and a 
function x(r) on (ro,T1 (t» such that 

(3.8.i) 

(3.8.ii) 

(3.8.iii) 

1 '1<.) 
- I (1+(i(r;t»2)lh dr=minl • 
F. '0 

'1<.) 
2 I x(r; t) dr = F. (kinetic energy) . 

1"0 

'.<.) 
2 J XCT ; t) dr = b. (angular momentum) • 

'0 r 
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(3.8.iv) X(70;.) =Xo • 

Since '1 (.) is to be detennined we have a free boundary variational problem. 

Define 

f(x.x.r)= ;. ~l+(x(r»J. +A1 x(r)+A2 X~) • 

Applying the theory of the previous chapter we deduce the following necessary conditions. 

1. Euler-Lagrange: ~f (x,x.r)- dd iJf (x,x.r) =0 
oX r iJx 

i.z 1 d [ x ] 
(3.9) Al + -;= F dr ~1+x2 • 

II. Transversality condition: f(x,x,r) -x iJf (x.x.r) I = 0 ax '.', 

(3.10) 
1 -r----:2 x 

- "Vl+x- +A1X+A2-
F r 

Since x(rl)= O. (3.10) becomes 

x(rlt 
---..,;..-=1 
1 +x(rlr 

(3.10') 

so that x(r1) =±oo. We choose 

Turning back to the Euler-Lagrange equation we derive 

(3.12) xCr) = J (jJ.l + J12 )dp - 1 
...Jl+x(rr" p 

with J11 = A1 F. 112 = A2F. 

Observe that 



lim x(r) =-1. 
I'~I'I ...)1 +x(r)2 

r 
Put x(r) = J.11 (r-rt) + J.1210g - -1. Then 

rl 

(3.13) x(r) = x(r) 
""1-1.2(r) 

-22 -

We have to compute flIt J.12 and rl from the following equations 

(3. 14.i) 
1'1 

b. = 2 I 1 x(r) dr 
1'0 r 

'" 
=-2 J (log ..!.-)x(r)dr 

1'0 ro 

i.e. 

"I 
(3. 14.ii) F. =2 J x(r) dr 

1'0 

1'1 

=-2 I (r-ro)x(r)dr 
I'D 

i.e. 

1'1 

(3. 14.iii) Xo =-J x(r)dr 
I'D 

i.e. 

Remark: One can get rid of the singularity in the above integrands by substituting 

r = (rl -ro) t 2 + ro . 
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(3.15) G(z) 55 (G 1(z), G2(Z) , G3(Z» = (0,0,0) 

orin short 

(3.15') G(z)=O. 

For this we can apply Newton's method which is based on the iteration process 

(JG) (zi) &i =-G(zi) 

whereJG denotes the Jacobian ofG. (In fact G is approximated by a linear function, 

G(z+&)=G(z)+(JG)(z)& .) 

In order to apply Newton's method succesfully we need an initial guess zoo An appropriate initial 

value zO can be obtained from the so called homotopy method. Herein the original problem is 

embedded into a family of problems by introducing an additional homotopy parameter. In our 

problem the angle ~ is chosen to be the homotopy parameter. Indeed, suppose the solution of the 

problem is known for one particular value of ~, ~ say. Then this solution 

(ZI(~O)' Z2(~0), Z3(~0» is taken as the initial value zO(cjlo) for the slightly changed cjI=cjlo +~cjI. 
Then Newton's method yields the solution for the new angle cjI and the procedure can be repeated. 

Remains to find a starting angle cjI for which the solution is known. For this a Dido type problem 

with free boundary point'l (~) is solved: 

1 "1(+> 
F J (l+(Y(r;~)i)lhdr=min! 

• "0 

(3. 16.i) 

"1(+> 
(3. 16.ii) 2 J y(r;~)d'=F. 

To 

(3. 16.iii) y(ro ;~) =Xo 

(3. 16.iv) y(rl ;~) = O. 

It gives rise to the equations 

(3.17.i) y(r 1 ;~) = -00 (transversality condition) 

(3.17.ii) _1_ .E... [ y(r, cjI) ] = A (Euler-Lagrange). 
F. dr ..J1+(y(r;cjI»2 

The solutions are circles. It is easy to check for which angle ~ the solution y(r ;~) satisfies the 

constraint 
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This angle ~ is used as the starting value in the embedding process. 
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4. HYDROELECTRIC STORAGE PLANTS 

A simplified scheme of a hydroelectric storage plant is the following. 

l'II.f~" z. 
r-c.u.rvoir 

The theoretical power of the storage plant is given by 

(4.1) Pt/. = g pH Q 

where 

g 

P 
H 

Q 

acceleration due to gravity 
density of water 
head 
discharge of water 
per unit of time 

[ml s2] 

[kg 1m3 ] 

[m] 

[m 3 Is]. 

The actual available power is a fraction of the theoretical power. This fraction is described by the 
efficiency, in our case a nonlinear function depending on H and Q (cf. Chapter 6). denoted by 
ll(H,Q): 

P = ll(H.Q) P'h . 

The volume V of the reservoir is a function of the head H. 

V=C(H) 

where C is taken to be a convex strictly increasing smooth function. i.e. C' > 0 and C" < O. 
Therefore we can also write 

(4.2) H =/(V) 

with/=C"'. f> 0 and f' < O. 
Under the assumption that there is no water spillage the variation in time of the volume V 
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satisfies 

(4.3) dV 
dt =Z-Q. 

The energy produced during the time interval [O,T] is related to the available power as follows 

T T 
(4.4) £=Cl Jp(t)dt=Clgp JH(t)Q(t)l1(H(t),Q(t))dt [kWh] 

o 0 

with c 1 = (3- 6- 1(6)-1. 

Note that 1 kWh = 3.6 106 Ws. 

Our aim is to maximize the income G obtained by selling the energy E produced in [O,T]. The 
tariff aCt), in Austrian Shillings per kWh, is a step function which varies seasonally, weekly and 
daily, cf. the next table 

We have 

summer 
May-August 

high tariff 0.433 
low tariff 0.382 

T 

(4.5) G = c f aCt) P(t)dt . 
o 

transition period 
April, September 

0.582 
0.489 

One can regard G as a "rated energy" production. 

winter 
October-March 

0.571 
0.484 

The volume V of the reservoir and the discharge Q have to satisfy the following box constraints. 

Moreover it will be assumed that the influx Z is larger than QmiD at any time 

(4.7) "',e (O,T): Z(t)~ QmiD • 

Summarizing we deal with the following model. 

Find Q(t) and Vet) such that 

T 

(4.8.i) J aCt) 1(V(t» Q(t) l1(f(V(t». Q(t» dt = max ! 
o 
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(4.8.ii) 
dV 
dt =Z(t)-Q(t). Vmin S V(O). V(nS Vmax. 

(4.8.iii) 

(4.8.iv) 

VminS V(t)S Vmax • QminS Q(t)S Qmax. 

Z(t)~ Qmin' 

This is an optimal control problem in which Q(t) is the control variable and Vet) the state vari
able. 

In the sequel we assume that the efficiency 11 is constant Then we are left with an optimal control 
problem in which the control variable occurs linearly both in the objective equation (4.8.i) and in 
the differential equation (4.8.ii). 

To handle problem (4.8) we present the following theorem. 

(4.9) Theorem (Necessary optimality conditions for optimal control problems.) 
Consider an optimal control problem with state variable x: [O,T] -+ R'" and control variable 
u : [O.T] -+ RII of the following form 

T 

ct. J ¢'(x(t). "(t). t) dt == min! 
o 

c2. x =.cx(t) , u(t), t), x(O) =c, x(D=d. 

c3. G(x(t), t)S O. t e [O,T] 

"(1) eM. 1 e [O,T] 

where 

~: R m x RPI x [O,T] -+ R 

.: R'" x R" x [O,T] -+ R'" 

G : Rmx[O,T]-+ R 

M : closed convex subset of R II with nonempty interior. 

c4. x e C([O,T]. R"'), 

" e L_([O,T]. R"). 

cS. For each 1 e [O,T] , .c ... ,t) and «. " . t) are continuous on R'" x R". 

For each (x,u) e R,'" x JR." • .ex.",-) and ~(x,u,·) are measurable on [O,T]. 

For each t e [O,T] • .c· t', t) and ~(. t' t t) are differentiable and ::. *. ~~ and ': 

are constrained for constrained (x,"). 

G is continuous on JR.'" x [OtT]. 

For all t e [OtT]. G(·. T) is differentiable such that 
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aG 
ax (x,t) ¢O whenever G(x,t) ¢O. 

G(e, 0) < 0 and G(d,T) > O. 

Let [x'" • u"'] be a solution of cl-c4. Then there ex.ists a function'll: [O,T] -+ IR m, a real number 
Ao;::: 0 a vector a e IR m and a nonnegative measure J..I. with support 
R = {t e [O,T] I G(x'" (t), t) = O} such that 

s L 'II and Ao are not both zero. 

s2. ~ 

T a 
'II(t) = a + J {[ a41 (x*, u* ,'t)]T ljI(t) + 

I x . 

iJ4> T

J 
iJG 

+ Ao -a (x*, u*, t)} dt + -a (x*, 't)dJ.1{t) 
x ~ x 

as [-: (x"',u*.t)'II(t)+Ao ~~ (x*.u"'.t)]T[(U-U*)(t)] 

for all feasible u and almost all t e [O,T]. 

We shall apply this theorem to our optimal control problem (4.8). 
lnourcase. 

n =m = 1. 

x=V. u=Q. 

(p(x.U,t) = aCt) I(x) U 

C\l(X,u,t) =z - u. x(O) = x(T) = V max 

M = [Qmin' Qmaxl • 

However we have to deal with two constraint functions 

G1(x,t)=x- Vmax ' 

Gz(x,t) = V min - x . 

A slight and obvious generalization of the preceding theorem now yields the fonowing. 

o 

Let (V*. Q*) e C([O,T]) xL.([O,T]) be a solution of (3.8). Then there exists a function'll on 
[O,T], a real number Ao ~ a a real number I ~ 0 and nonnegative measures J..I.l and J..I.z with support 
V={te [O,T] I V*(t)=Vmax}andV={te [O,T] I V*(t)=Vmin}, respectively, such that 
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(4.1O.i) 'V and lo are not both vanishing 

T 

(4.10.ii) -\jI{t)=-I-Ao J a(1)"(V'" (1» Q"'(1)dt+ 
t 

T T 
+ I d~l(1) - J d~l(t). 

t t 

(4.10.iii) ['V(t) - Ao aCt) f(v'" (t»] [Q(t) - Q"'(t)] ~ 0 

for all feasible Q. Le. Q withVHi [O,T) : Qmin S; Q(t)S; Qrnax and almost all t e [O,T]. 

Introduce the switching function s by 

set) = \II'(t) -lo aCt) f(V(t» . 

Then (4.1O.ii + iii) become 

T 

(4.1O.ii') -set) = -l-lo [J a(t)"(V"'(1» Q"'('t)dt 
t 

T T 

-a(t)!(V"'(t»] + J d~l('t)- I d~l(t). 
t t 

(4.10.iii ') set) [Q(t) - Q '" (t)] ~ 0 

for all feasible Q and almost all t e [O.T]. 

From (4.10Jii') the following can be concluded. 

Put 

Then 

Q = {t e [O,T] I Q"'(t)=Qmax} 

Q. = {t e [O,T] I Q"'(t) = Qmin} • 

[ 

t e Q $ s(t)S 0 or set) < 0 $ t e Q 
t e Q. ~_ s(t)~ 0 or set) > 0 ~ t e Q. 

t t! Q. v Q ~ set) = 0 (singular control) . 

Consider an interval I c [O,T] in which a is constant. Then using (4.10.U') and the differential 
equation (4.8.ii) for Vwe get for II.tl e I, 
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I, 

+ J a f(V*)Z d't + a (f(V*(tz» - f(V*(tl»} 

'I 
'2 '1 

- J d~l + J d~2 . 
'1 'I 

This observation leads to the following result 

(4.12) Lemma 
Let 1.0 > O. For almost all t e [O,T] we have t e V U f u Q U fl. 

Proof. 
Since V· is continuous the set V U f is closed. So its complement in [O,T], [O,T] \ V U f is 
open in IR and can be written as a countable union of open intervals, I", on which a is constant. 

The measures III and 112 have supports V and f. So for t} ,tz e I" by (4.11) 

'2 
S(t2)-S(tl) =-1.0 J af(V*)Z < O. 

'I 
It follows that s is strictly decreasing on I". So there exists at most one 'tIl e I" for which 
s('t,,) = O. We conclude that the Lebesgue measure of the set 

{t e [O,T] \ V U f I s(t)=O} 

is zero. 

Now consider the concrete situation that T = 7 days. Each day the tariff a switches two times, say 
at 6 a.m. from the low tariff aL to the high tariff aH and at 10 p.m. from the high tariff aH to the 
low tariff aL. Let 'tk-l resp. ;k corresponds to 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. for day k = I, ... , 7, 't7 = T. 

Then 

From common sense considerations we get 

(4.13) fC{;I, ...• ~7}. 

(4.14) Lemma 
Let to e [O,TJ. 
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(i) If s(to) < O. i.e. Q* (to) = Qmax' then set} < s(to) < 0 for all t e [to,1] where 

to > ~7 

to S ~i . 

(ii) If s(to) > 0, i.e. Q*(to} = Qmin' then set) > s(to) > 0 for all I e (!,tol where 

t = [0 · to < ~l 
- ;i. tO~;i. 

(iii) If s(to) = 0 and to E V. then set) < 0 in (to,1] and set) > 0 in I1to). 

Proof. 

As we have seen. if I is a subinterval of [0. Tl \ V u y on which a is constant, i.e. a = aL or 

a =aH, then 

'2 
s(t2) -S(tl) =-Ao J a f(V*) Z d't < O. 

'\ 
From this observation the statements (i). (ii) and (iii) are consequences. Indeed, suppose there 

exists tl E (tOtt) such that 

and 

tl E V. 

Then V* (t1) = V max and t E Q, t e (to.tl) so that 

dV* de =-Q*(t)+Z(t)= 

=-Qmax +Z(t) < 0, t E (to,tt). 

This yields a contradiction since it cannot be that V* (t 0) < V max and V* (t 0) > V* (t 1)' 

The proofs of (ii) and (iii) run similarly. 0 

(4.15) Lemma 
- -

Let a,b e [~i-l.;il with a,b e V. Then [a,b] c V. 

Proof. 

Let to E (a,b) with to E V. Then according to the previous lemma _ 

s(to) = 0 ~ set) > O. t e [a.to) 
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set) < O. t e (to,b] 

s(to) > 0 => set) > s(to) > O. t e [atto) 

s(to) < 0 => set) < s(to) < 0 t t e (totb] . 

dV* 
--=-Q*+z 

dt 

dV* 
tit =-Qmin +Z > 0 on [a,to) 

dV* 
tit=-Qmax +Z <0 on (to,b]. 

lbis contradicts V* (a) = V* (b) = V max' o 

From the above results we can sketch the structure of the optimal solution having made the fol
lowing observations 

(4.l6J) If la,b] c: V , then Q* = Z on (a,b) 

(4. 16.ii) If V(O) = VeT) = V max , then Q. (\ ('tt-l, ~k) = 0 

and Q (\ (~kl 'tt) = 0 . 

v"' .. " 

, . 1 
IQ-Z • I , 

I 
I 

I • , 
'(JIILZ, 
t 
I 

• « I Q • QM&;Ir. .. c.J. I {,l. ...fa 

V.i" • t ( 

• I 

• • • • I I , I 
I I • 

"C'i._1 ". c. 1~ "i- " 
The corresponding values of V* result from the continuity equation. 

Thus our optimal control problem has been reduced to a finite dimensional constrained optimiza
tion problem for 14 variables (x.u) with some 36 constraints. 
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In the second part of this chapter we describe another approach to the hydro energy problem. 

We discretize [O,T] introducing 0 = to < '1 < ... < 'M = Tand we assume that 

Z(t) = Zj • teI;:= [1;-1. t;) 

Q(I) = Qi • I e I; 

E(Vi- l • Vi) value of the energy production in I; 

where V(Ii) = Vi • 

It follow that 

Vi - Vj - 1 
Qi=--

Ii -t;-1 

Accordingly we linearize the volume function V 

Vi - Vi- 1 
V(t) == Vi-l + (I-ti_l) 

ti - t;-1 

and consequently 

Note that 

Qi=Z-V 

so that 

It results in the following optimization problem 

(4. 17.i) 

(4. 17.ii) 

(4. 17.iii) 

(4. 17.iv) 

M 
L Ei(Vi-l. Vi) = max ! 
;=1 

VO=VM=Vmax 

V min S Vi S V max • i = 0, ...• M 

Vj- Vi-I 
QminSZi- S Qmax. 

t; - 1;-1 

This problem is treated with a so called decomposition--convexification method. 

(4.18) Definition 

A function f: IRIS -+ R k. is said to be convex if for all x e R". Y e IRII and t e [0,1] 
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Jj(t x + (l-t)y)S t Jj(x) + (l-t)Jj(Y). j = 1 •...• k . 

Consider the following classical optimization problem. 

Let f. hit ...• hm be convex C2-functions from /R" to JR. Look for the minimum of f over the 
set 0= {x e /R" I h(x)=O}: 

(4.19) Solve f(x) = min. h(x) = 0 . 

(We take h = (h It ...• hm).) 

Then (4.19) has a minimum at a regular point iforthe constraint set n withfOO = 'if 
_ m_ 

L = (V2 f) (X) + l: Ai (V2 hi) (X) 
i .. 1 

is a positive definite matrix. i = (il •...• i",) denoting the corresponding lagrangian multiplier. 
Instead of solving problem (4.19) with the aid of lagrangian multipliers. we can solve the dual 
problem. For this observe that 

max [f(x) + AT h(x)] = d n 
{

f(X) • x en 
1e IR" 00 • X s; OIl" 

so that 

min f(x) = min max [f(x) + AT h(x)] 
zen zen1elR" 

= min max [f(x) + AT h(x)] . 
ze IR" 1e IR" 

It can be proved that the order of taking the maximum and the minimum can be reversed. So 
instead of (4.19) we can solve the dual problem 

(4.20) Compute ~(A) = min (f(x) + AT h(x». A e /Rm 
ze R" 

and solve ~A) = max ! 
- -; 

Then ~ has a local maximum at A with value F and ~(A) = fOO + A hOO. 

Solving the dual problem (4.20) has the advantage that in this problem only unconstrained optim
izations occur. 
The equivalence of (4.19) and (4.20) can also be proved in the following more general case with 
m." replaced by a convex set C 

(4.19') 

(4.20') 

Solve f(x) = min!. h(x) = 0 and x e C 

Compute ~(A) = min [f(x) + AT h(x)]. A e Rm. 
ze C 
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and solve CP(A) = max ! 

(4.21) Example 

Consider f(x,y) = - xy and h(x,y) = (x - 3)2 + y2 - 5. 

Solution 1 

l(x,A)=-XY +A«x-3)2 +y2 -5). 

Lagrange: 

It yields 

x=4, y=2, A=1. 

Solution 2 

cjl(A) = min [-xy + A«x-3)2 + y2 - 5)] 

whence 

In connection with the dual method we present the so called decomposition method which is 

applicable for problems with the following structure. 

(4.22) Given convex functions/; : JR." ~ IR, gj: JR." ~ JR.1c and hj : JR." ~ JR. m • Minimize 

subject to the constraints 

d 
L hj(xj) = 0 and gj(Xj)S 0, i = 1, ... , d . 
i=1 

Put 

Then using the above described dual method, we have to maximize 

(4.22') 

The minimization problem decomposes into q separate problems 



q 
cfI(A) = :E cfIj(l.;) 

i=1 

with 

Problem (4.22' ') is of smaller dimension than the original one. 

Going back to the optimization problem (4.17) we see that it is neither convex nor separable. 

We force it to be separable by doubling the number of variables introducing 

Vi and Vi 

and the constraints 

Thus we obtain the following separable problem 

(4.23.i) 

(4.23.ii) 

(4.23.iii) 

(4.24.iv) 

(4.24.v) 

M 
- :E Ei(Vi-l, Vi) = min! 

j.l 

Vi = Vi 

'1' =VN=Vmax' 

Vi-I - Vi 
Qmin:S; Zj + :s; Qmax' i = 1, ...• M -1 . 

ti - ti-l 

The next step is to convexify the objective. This is done by a renewed doubling of the variables 

introducing additional 17 and yt. i = I, •.• , M. and replacing the objective E by the objective 

M 
E* (V-. V+, Y-. Y+) = :E Et (Vi, Vi-I, 17 • Y't-l ) 

i .. l 

where 

Er(Vi. Vi-I. 17. yt-l) =-Ej(Vi. Vi-I) + 

+ ct-l (Y't-l - Vi_I)2 + ciC17 - Vii 
and where ct and ci are suitably chosen constants. 

Using the dual method we define 
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where C denotes the convex constraint set 

To get the solution of the optimization problem (4.17). (4.23) we have to solve the dual problem. 
i.e. the unconstrained minimax problem 

min max ~A. y-. y+) • 
(y-.Y",)E /R"-l x/R"-l l.E /R2/l1-1 

For detennining .<A. y-. y+), M linearly constrained optimization problems of dimension two 
have to be solved: 

with vt-l and Vi subjected to the constraints (4.24.iv - v). 

Exercise: As a special case one can consider the above problem with the following data. 

Remark 

Z(t) = 10m3 /s (constant) 

11 =0,85 (constant) 

V=/(H)=.lH2 
5 

V min = 60.000 m 3 

V max =720.000 m3 

Qmax =26m3 /s 

Qmin=O 

[

0.6 
o(t)= 0.4 

day tariff 
night tariff , 

Letf: JR" -+ Rand h : JR" -+ Rk., Define 

~) = min fI(x) + '}..T h(x)] , '}.. e IRk. • 
.ltE /R-

Suppose we have to solve the unconstrained optimization problem 
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+(A}=max ! 

Therefore the stationary points of q, have to be computed. Applying Newton's method yields the 

iteration 

with 

(V2 q,) (A (j» I!J... (j) = - V +<A (j) • 

(Observe that (V q,) (A) == (V q,) (Al) + (V2 q,) (Al) (A- At).) 

Consider the case k = 1. 

We have +(A) = f(X(A» + Ah(x(A» =: ~X(A), A) with 

(V % ClJ) (X(A), A) = 0 . 

Computation of ~i : 
d~ T dx d<1> 
dA = [(V%ClJ)(X(A),A)] dA + dA 

= h(X(A» . 

d2
e!> Computation of -2 

d"J..; 

!&.d dx 
dA2 = dA [h(X(A»] = [(V%h) (X(A»}T dA . 

From 

d 
0= dA [(V % ClJ)(X(A). A)] 

= [(Vi <1» (x (A.). A}] :. + (V % h) (x(A.» 

it follows that 

with 

L =- (Vi ClJ) (x(A.). A) . 
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s. DETERMINATION OF THE EFFICIENCY FUNCTION OF STORAGE PLANTS 

In the description of the energy production in hydro-electric power storage plants we introduced 
the efficiency 11 as a function of the discharge Q and the head H 

(5.1) 
P,eat 

11 =-P-- , PlMar. =pgHQ. 
'hear. 

In fact a power storage plant consists of a finite number of turbines and it is necessary to know 
the efficiency of each turbine. Here we consider a power plant with two turbines 

The theoretic power is reduced by losses of power in the tunnel system conducting the water from 
the reservoir to the turbines, due to frictions, turbulences, etc. These losses can be expressed by a 
fictitious reduction of the head H which is assumed to be proportional to the square of the 
discharges in each section of the tunnel system. Thus we come to the following reductions: 

(S.2.i) H(1) = H - c(Q 1 + Q2i • 

reduction of the head in the head rise gallery and in the penstock before the Y-pipe. 

(S.2.il) 

reduction in the Y-pipe for i = 1.2. 

(S.2.iii) H(3) = H(2) - c(2) Q~ 
I I , I 

reduction in the penstock between the Y-pipe and the turbine for i = 1,2. 

Here F 0 denotes the circular cross section of the penstock before the Y-pipe and Fj • i = 1.2. the 
circular cross section of the penstock after the Y-pipe towards turbine i = 1.2. For our special con
struction we assume that C~l) = c~l) = C (1). So combining (S.2.i - iii) we see that the effective head 

I Fo 

i 
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of turbine i is given by 

Hi =H - CO(Ql +Q2)2 - CiQr. i = 1.2 

where 

We conclude that the actual power before the water reaches turbine i is given by 

(5.3) Pa,i = g pHi Qi = 

= g pH Qi Tta,i(H, Q 10 Q2) 

with 

(5.3') Tla,i(H. Qlo Q2) = 1-CO(Ql +Q2)2/ H - CiQr / H . 

We consider two identical turbines. So they have the same efficiency function TIT, 

The producer of turbines presents the efficiency TIT as a function of Hi and Qi in the following 
way 

Ii' 

where the curves denote the values of Hi and Qi for which TIT is a given constant. It seems there
fore reasonable to use a biquadratic approximation, 

(5.4) Tlr(Hi,Qi) =ao +al Qi +a2 H i +a3 Hi Qi +a4 QT +asHT . 

So eventually we have 

(5.5) po,. = P a,' llT(H;, Qi) = 
=g p H QiTta •• (H,Ql,Q2)· TlT(HTta.i(H,QI.Q2). Qi)' 

The efficiency of turbine i in the power plant thus equals 
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We have reduced the problem to the estimation of nine parameters Co. ct. C2. ao. at. a2. 
a3. a4. as. 

In the remaining part of this chapter we sketch a method to obtain these parameters: the so called 
non-linear least square method of Schwetlich and Tiller. 
Let there be given a nonlinear function r : Rk -+ R m 

y =r{x.9) 

where x e R k is the input. y e R m the output and 9 e IRP are the parameters characterising the 
system. 
In our situation. 

x = (H. Qlt Q2) e 1R3 

y == (111 ,1\2) e .m.2 

We want to identify the parameters 9 by a series of measurements ex i ,Y i), j = 1, ...• I. of both 
the independent variable x and the dependent variable y. 
In our situation we take I measurements of H. Q 1, Q2 and the output powers PI. P 2. This yields I 
measurements for the efficiencies 111 (H, Q I. Q2) and 112(H. Q 1. Q2), i.e. 

PI PI 
TIl = = 

PthIlor• 1 pgHQI 

P2 

Including the errors in the measurements of the independent variables xi - Xi in the classical 
model we obtain the following unconstrained optimization problem: 
For suitably chosen positive definite weighting matrices (Le. regression matrices) minimize 

(5.7) .1 I [r(x~.e)-~J] T W. [r(Xi:9)-.YJ] 
2 ~ xJ - X J J xJ - X J . 

J-l 

By Ololesldi factorization the matrix Wi can be written as RJ Ri where Rj is an upper triangular 
(k + m) x (k +m)-matrix. So we have to minimize 

1 I _1 I ['(Xi.e)-fJ
] 2 

F(X ••••• x.e)-2~URj xi_Xi • 

with respect to z = (xl ••••• x'.e). 

For eachj = 1 •...• 1 
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whereRj3 is an upper triangular mxn·matrix. Rjl an upper triangular k xk·matrix and Rj2 a pos
sibly full m x k·matrix. So we have to minimize 

with 

[

F 1(Z)] 
F(z) = F2(Z) • 

F1(z)= 
[

Rll 

and 

For this type of minimization problems the following approach is commonly used: Let G be a 
differentiable function from mp into mq and let Tfrom RP into R be defined by 

T(z)=j- IIG(z~l~ =j- G(z)T G(z). 

The problem is how to evaluate 

min T(z). 
z 

For this consider a starting point Zo e RP and linearize Twith respect to zoo 

T(z) = T(zo) + VT(zo)Az 

= T(zo) + G(zO)T (JG) (zo) Az 

[
aG' 1 where JG (z 0) denotes the Jacobian az; (zo) ij' 

If (VT) (20) is sufficiently small. then T(zo) is accepted as a good approximation of the minimum 
of T. Otherwise we generate a new point z 1 e mil as follows: Linearize G at z 0 
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G(z) == G(zo) + (JG) (zo) /1% 

and minimize 

min IIG(zo) + (JG) (zo) l1z112 • 
t:.z 

Thus we find a direction az'" of decrease. Next apply a line search, i.e. solve the one-dimensional 

minimization problem 

min T(zo + yl1z"') . 
T 

This yields "f E JR. Putting zl =zo +1' l1z'" the procedure is repeated with Zo replaced by ZI if 

-t & '" is not too small. 

In our case, T = S and G = F, we can use the special structure of the Jacobian (JF) (z). Indeed, 

(5.8) 
[ 

J 11 1 (JF) (z) = (JF) (x, 9) = J 21 J 22 

is a (lk + m) x (lk + P )-matrix, where 

J 11 E Rlb'k is block diagonal, each diagonal block J l1,j E lR k xk is upper triangular, 

J 21 E lR 1m xlk is block diagonal, each diagonal block lzl,j E IR m xJc is full, 

J22 E JRmxp is full. 

By a Householder method an orthogonal matrix Q can be constructed such that Q(JF) takes the 

fonn 

[ 
Kll KI2l 

Q(JF) = K22 

where K II is a block diagonallk x lk-matrix, each diagonal block K ll,j E RA:xJc being an upper 

triangular regular matrix. Regularity of K Il,j is a consequence of the positive definiteness of Wj . 

Now 

(5.9) II(JF) (zo) az - JII2 = 

= IIQ(JF(zo» & _ gll2 = 

=UK 11llX +K 12a9- g l 1l2 +IIK22a9- g2112 . 

Due to the regularity of K 11 , for each a9 there exists a unique llX such that 

So remains to solve the minimization problem 
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whence ae is to be taken such that K 22 ae is the orthogonal projection of g2 onto the span of the 

columns of K 22. 

If K 22 has full column rank then this projection is given by 

K22(KIz K22)-1 KIz 

which yields the unique solution 

ae* = (KI2 K 22)-1 KIz g2 . 

If K 22 has not full column rank, ae* is not uniquely determined. Then for A > 0 the following 

regularized problem is considered 

This yields 

[

...)1 +1..2 K 11 ..Jl +1..2 K 12] [g'l'h +A2] 
min II 0 K22 llz - g2 112 

t:.z o ')J 0 

= min [1I..Jl +1..2 K 11 flx +..JI +1..2 K 12ae - gl ,..Jl +1..2 112 + 
llx,M 

+,f:] AO- [g;] 12
]. 

K11 flxt =~-KI2aer 
1+1.. 

aer = (1..2[ +KIz K22)-1 KIz g2 . 

We observe that 

so that 
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6. PUSHER TYPE FURNACE 
.... t. , •• 

The figure shows a length cut through a 

so called pusher type furnace. It is 

about 36 m. long (x-direction). 7 m. 

high (y-direction) and 13 m. wide (z-

direction). The furnace consists of four 

zones which are each divided into an 

upper and a lower part. The slabs are 

blocks of steel of about 1.2 m x 0.2 m. 

x 12 m. They are pushed through the 

furnace with their length direction in 

the z-direction of the furnace. The fur- IOn. 3 

nace contains about 30 slabs which 
I. I.) 1.2 I., 

fonn a "slab band". Whenever a slab is 

pushed into the furnace the slab band moves in x-direction and at the other side (zone 4) another 

slab leaves the furnace at a temperature of about 1250° C. 

In the first three zones (convective zone. pre-heating zone and heating zone) the slabs are pushed 

on water cooled skids which cause the "skid marks". To diminish these skid marks the lower part 

of zone 4 (soaking zone) is an unheated soaking heanh. 

The furnace is heated by coke gas and by natural gas. The flue gas, heated up by huge burners in 

the lower and upper part of zone 2 and 3 and by small burners in the upper part of zone 4, streams 

countercurrently to the slabs. In zone 1 there are no burners; this zone is heated by the flue gas 

coming from zone 2. The gas leaves the furnace at the charging point and is used to pre-heat the 

air required for the combustion in a recuperator. 

The following problems have to be solved. 

Problem 1: Search for the optimal reheating strategy which satisfies all technical demands at a 

minimum consumption of energy. 

Problem 2: Search for an online control to detennine the best "approximation" to the optimal 

reheating curve, produced by problem 1. 

We assume the following. 

(6.l.i) Steady operation of the furnace: slabs of the same size, quality and temperature are 

charged into the furnace with a constant heating time, a constant charging time and no 

disturbances. 
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(6.l.ii) There is a constant velocity. 

(6.1.iii) No heat conduction in the x-direction. 

(6.l.iv) Fixed temperatures in each of the seven heating zones Ill, I', llll, 11
'
, 11IIl,lll', Nil. 

(6.1.v) Symmetry 

A 

slab 1 
skid 

Under the symmetry assumption aa
T I = 0 we get the following model for the heat distribu-z LuR 

tion of a slab. 

(6.2.i) 

(6.2.ii) 

(6.2.iii) 

pv ~ (cQ(T)T)=div(;"(T)gradT), (y,z)e 0, t e (O,tE) 

T(y,z,t) I = TA 
t.O 

aT 
[i..(T) an (y,z,t) =R(y,z,t,T) = 

0, LuR 

hfCWr -T) + rf(<W1-T4
) 

h~(W~ - T) + d(CW; H l)s - T4) 

kS(Tc-T) 

kH(TH_T) 

• zones 1-4 

• A zones 1-4 

, B, zones 1-3 

• S, zones 1-3 
, BuS,zone4. 

Here the following abbreviations are used 

p 
v 
cQ(T) 

ACT) 
M andh~ 
rf andd 
k S andkH 

mass density of a slab 
pusher velocity 
average specific heat of steel 
conductivity of steel 

convectivity constants at zone t. i = 1-4 
radiation constants at zone i, i = 1-4 
heat exchange coefficients slabskids
-cooling water resp. slabs-soaking hearth. 

S· a t a E 1" th reI . mcex=vt, -a = - -a' xp Olting e anon x v t 
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between the average specific heat cQ and the specific heat cp we can replace (6.2.i) by 

(6.2.i') P cp(D ~~ =div(l(D grad(D). 
p~ 

:=r(D 

Detennination of the heat distribution for given W = (Wf, wh given the nonlinear parabolic 
differential equation. 

We use time discretization: trapezoidal rule. So to = O. t,,+1 = tIl + At" with I1t" variable. Let 
Tn(y,z) denote the numerical approximation ofTO',:,t,,). Using the trapezoidal rule we get 

(6.3) (T,,+l- T,,) (y,:) =1 {D(T"+l) + D(T,,)} 
I1t" 2 r(T" +1 ) r(Tn} 

where D denotes the nonlinear elliptic differential operator 

(6.4) D(8} = div(A(9) grad 8) 

= l'(9) 1 grad 9 12 + A(9) 118 . 

So (6.3) yields a nonlinear elliptic differential equation for TII+l' Linearizing 8 at 8 0 gives 

D(8) == D(8o) + D'(80) (9-90) 

with 

(6.5) D'(80)u =l"(90) 1 grad 9012 u +2l.'(80) (V 90, Vu) 

Remark: 

whence 

+ [l'(90) 1190] u + A(90) I1u • 

D(8o+hu} =D(80} + [l'(90+hu}-l.'(90)] 1 V90 12 + 

+l.'(90+hu)[1 V(80+hu}1 2 - IV90 12] + 

+ [A(80 +hu)-l(80)] 1180 + 

+ l(90 +hu) [11(80 +hu) -1180] 

= D(80) + h l"(80) 1 V90 12 + 2 h l.'(90) (V90. Vu) 

+ h [l.'(80)1190] u + h l.(90)11u + O(h2) 
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D(90 +hu)=D(90)+h D'(90)u. 

We solve the nonlinear elliptic differential equation by a predictor-corrector teclmique based on 
the above linearization 

(6.6) 

predictor P : t m+l := T m 

corrector C: Tm+l = t m+l + u 

with u satisfying 

_u_=1. [D(~m+l) + D(Tm) + D'<!'m+l) u- D(Tm)r/~Tm) u] 
I:ltm 1 (r(Tm+l) r(Tm) r(Tm+l) r(Tm) 

Correspondingly we use linearized boundary conditions. So).(T) ~~ =R(T) becomes 

(6.7) 

For instance at A we have 

- au -3 afm+1 
A(Tm+1) an =-[hr+4rf T m+l + ,,"'(Tm+1) an ]u. 

Transfomation to the standard fom. 

Multiplying (6.6) by 2r(T m) and applying the transfomation 

(6.8) w = w(y,z) = A(Tm(Y,z» u(y,z) 

the system (6.6-7) gets the standard fom 

[ -~~~+am(Y'Z)w=bm(y'Z)' (y,z)e 0 
(6.9) aw 

~=a".(y,z)w. (y,z)e ao 

where 

Note that 

an ' 

(Robin boundary conditions) 

bm(y,z)=2D(Tm) 

aR 
a".(y,z)= aT (y,z,t,Tm)/A(TIII)' 



Vw =).(T".) Vu + [l'(T".) VT".] u . 

For instance at boundary A we get 

~ =- ).(:11'1) «hf)4 +4rrT!)w. 

We solve (6.9) with a Galerkin approximation method and a finite element method. First we put 
the differential equation in its weak fonn with the aid of Green's first identity: 

turns into 

J I (-l\w) N ely dz + II a(y,z)w N ely dz 
o .n 

= II b(y,z) N ely dz 
a 

(6.10) - JIVw. VN elydz + J ~ Ntis + 
o ao an 

+ J J a(y.z)w N ely dz = J J b(y,z)N ely dz 
o a 

and we can insert the boundary condition for w at ao. 
The following Ansatz is used forw(y,z) 

" w(y.z) = L c" N,,(y,z) . 
.t-l 

Then Galerkin's method, which consists in checking (6.10) with respect to each ansatz function 
Nj ,leads to the linear system 

" (6.11) L c,t[IJ {-VNk' VNj+a(y,z)NtNj-b(y,z)Nj}dydz] 
Ie-I a 

" =- L Ck J {a.(y,z) NkNj} tis 
i-I ao 

II 

from which the n unknowns Ck can be obtained. For n sufficiently large, L ck N.t is a good 
1-1 

approximation of w and T 11'1 + l(T 11'1)-1 wapproximates T 11'1+1-

We choose the finite element technique for generating the ansatz functions Nt. 0 is divided into 

triangles 
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and each ansatz function NJr. is a piecewise linear function which is zero at all knots but one. A 
typical triangulation of Q is sketched above. Near the skid a finer triangulation is used than 

The optimization problem. 

farther away from the skid. The 
resulting matrix gets a finite band 
width (= 12 in this case) if we 
use a special numbering of the 
knots. There is a vast amount of 
literature how to handle sparse 
matrices numerically. 

Suppose we have computed an optimal temperature distribution for the slabs in the furnace such 
that a minimal amount of energy is required for heating the slabs up to 1250° C. Then we want to 

approximate this optimal temperature distribution. T opt with the computed temperature distribu
tions T(y.z.t. W). We note that T opt only depends on t e [O,tE] or since x = VI only depends on x, 

while T(y,z,t,W) depends ony,z. and t for fixed W. Therefore we consider T(y,z.t,W) where (y.%) 

denotes the centre of the rectangle Q (or any other appropriate reference point). 
We have 10 solve the following minimization problem 

til 

(6. 12.i) f(W) = J 1 T(y,z,t, W) - Topt(t) 12 tit = min ! 
o w 

with box constraints 

(6. 12.ii) WminS WS Wmu. 

We approach this optimization problem with a quasi-Newton technique based on the quadratic 
interpolation fonnula 
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f(W +S) == f(W) + Vf(W)1 S + t S1 (V2 f) (W)s . 

Through this technique iterates WA; are generated such thatf(WA;) tends to minf(W). 
w 

Suppose the k·th iterate WA; is computed. 
First we detennine a starting direction SA; from Vf(WA; + SA:) = 0 yielding 

SA: =_[V2 f(WA:)r1 Vf(Wk). 

Then we apply a line search. i.e. we detennine ak+l from 

where the minimum is taken over all a with 

For the next iterate Wk+1 we take Wk+1 = WA: + nt+l SA:' 

As we see, at each step both V/(Wt) and [V2 f(WA;)r1 have to be computed. For this the BFGS· 

method is very useful. In this method, the sequence of matrices [V2/(Wt)r1 is replaced by the 
sequence of matrices BA; satisfying the recurrence relation 

(6.13) 

where 

B B 
Pic pI {qIBA;qA;}ptpi 

A:+l = A: + -1- + 1 2 
PA; qA: (PA: qt) 

PkqI Bi + BA; qA;pI 

pIqA; 

Using this method only the gradients Vf(WA;) have to be evaluated. 

Detennination of the gradients. 

'II 
(6.14) (Vj) (W)= J 2 [T(y.z.t,W) - T.(t)]- (VW T) (y.z.t,W)dt . 

o 

In order 10 calculate (Vf) (W) we have 10 compute Ui(y,2,t,W) = [ a!i T] (y,2, t, W), Dif· 

ferentiation of the equations (6.2.i - iii) for T with respect to Wi yields 

(6.15J) aui = -r'(T) D(T)- Ui + D'(T) • ui 
at r2(T) reT) 
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(6. 15.ii) uiO'.z.t,W) I =0 ,.0 
(6.15.iii) 'A'(T) :~ Ui +A(T) a~i - :~ (T,W)Ui + ::. (T,W). 

J 

The resulting seven parabolic problems are solved by exactly the same techniques as applied to 
solve T: time discretization, transfonnation V!..O',z) = A(T m) U!..O',z). There is no linearization 
required as the problems are already linear. Consequently at each time step tm one has to solve 

(6.16) - AV!.. + amO'.:) V!.. = emO',:) 

av!.. . _ 
a;;: = a".O',z) V!n + PmO',:) . 

A comparison with the equations for T m shows that the parts of the system containing the 
unknown V!.. are the same as in the system for w, cf. (6.9). The difference is that the functions 
aO',:) and aO',:) depend only on Tm. while for aO',:) and aO',:) there is also a dependence on 
T m+l- So for Atm = Mm+l the same system matrices occur in the Galerldn I finite element method. 
This reduces the number of computations substantially. 


